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Abstract: Chinese painting, as an important component of traditional Chinese culture, is one of the important forms of Chinese art, with a long history and unique aesthetic value. There are various forms of expression in Chinese painting, from traditional landscape painting and bird and flower painting to modern oil painting and watercolor painting, all of which have profound cultural heritage and artistic value. The aesthetic value and artistic characteristics of Chinese painting not only reflect the essence of Chinese traditional culture and profound humanism, but also reflect the unique views and feelings of Chinese artists on human nature, nature and the world. This paper will focus on exploring the aesthetic value and artistic characteristics of Chinese painting, in order to gain a more comprehensive and in-depth understanding of Chinese painting.

1. The Aesthetic Value of Chinese Painting

Chinese painting has high aesthetic value, mainly manifested in the following aspects:

Firstly, Chinese painting emphasizes the expression of spiritual temperament. The spiritual temperament expressed in Chinese painting refers to the painter conveying a spiritual connotation and emotional atmosphere through the expression of pen, ink, and color, in order to achieve the goal of expressing the painter's own spiritual world and objects of expression. In traditional Chinese painting, painters often express their spiritual temperament by depicting characters' expressions, temperament, clothing, and body shape. In this regard, Chinese painting focuses not only on the appearance of characters, but also on conveying a sense and emotional state of the inner world. For example, in the classic painting Tang Xuanzong, Li Longji by the painter Wu Daozi in the Tang Dynasty, the demeanor of Emperor Xuanzong is calm and profound, showcasing not only the majesty of Emperor Xuanzong as a wise monarch, but also the painter's profound portrayal and understanding of Emperor Xuanzong's inner world. This way of expression is not only a technique, but also a deep reflection and depiction of human nature and the spiritual world. In addition, in terms of expressing spiritual temperament, Chinese painting also emphasizes the painter's understanding of nature and life. Through observation and contemplation of nature, painters integrate the scenes and life in nature into their creations, demonstrating a unique understanding and perception of life and nature. For example, in the painting Poems on the Back of Donkeys by the painter Xu Wei in the Ming Dynasty, the painter not only depicts an elderly man in a long robe and wide clothes, but also depicts a donkey with erect ears and a slightly raised tail. The donkey's footsteps are light and leisurely, demonstrating the donkey's freedom and innocence. At the same
time, it also conveys the painter's reverence and understanding of nature and life, with a clear romantic temperament. This way of expression makes Chinese painting not only a technique and art, but also an aesthetic concept and emotional expression for life and nature. [1]

Secondly, Chinese painting pursues both form and spirit. Chinese painting emphasizes the unity of form and spirit, that is, the unity of form and charm. The form in Chinese painting is not only the external form of objects, but also includes the internal qualities and characteristics of objects. At the same time, Chinese painting also emphasizes charm, that is, the thoughts, emotions, and atmosphere expressed in the works. Through the expression of both form and spirit, Chinese painting has high aesthetic value. In summary, the pursuit of both form and spirit is an important artistic feature and aesthetic value of Chinese painting. It refers to the painter's pursuit of authenticity and accuracy in the creative process, while also emphasizing the expression of the spiritual connotation and temperament of the work. On the one hand, the pursuit of both form and spirit is a fundamental pursuit and goal of painters in their creative process in Chinese painting. It requires painters not only to grasp the form and external characteristics of things, but also to showcase the spiritual temperament of things through precise brushwork and profound emotional expression. In the specific creative process, painters display the spiritual connotations and emotional expressions of things through observation and thinking of things, and through the use of pen and ink, making their works not only realistic and precise in form, but also profound in connotation and appeal. On the other hand, in the pursuit of both form and spirit, Chinese painting also emphasizes the inheritance and development of cultural traditions and historical backgrounds. Painters often use traditional brush and ink techniques and expressive techniques in their creations, while also emphasizing the grasp and exploration of historical and cultural elements, making their works have profound historical and cultural connotations and inheritance value. For example, the ancient Chinese painting *The Paintings of Tang Palace Ladies*, as a set of five Chinese paintings, showcases the lifestyle of aristocratic and beautiful women during the Tang Dynasty. It is a work with profound historical connotations, and the character images and composition in the painting demonstrate the unique charm and spiritual temperament of the history and culture of the Tang Dynasty in China, making the work more than just a work of art. It is also a form of inheritance and expression of history and culture.

Thirdly, Chinese painting can further cultivate people's aesthetic taste. Chinese painting has always emphasized the cultivation and literacy of literati and scholars, and the artistic techniques, themes, and artistic conception in traditional painting all reflect this elegance. By appreciating and learning Chinese painting, people can gain spiritual satisfaction, improve their aesthetic taste, and increase their horizons and enrich their life experiences. Cultivating aesthetic taste is an important aesthetic value and artistic feature of Chinese painting, which refers to the gradual improvement of personal aesthetic ability and taste through appreciation and learning of painting works, in order to better appreciate and create artistic works. Chinese painting is a highly cultural art form that contains profound cultural connotations and artistic spirit, and also has a certain educational and enlightening effect. In Chinese painting, cultivating aesthetic taste is an aesthetic value and artistic feature that painters have always valued and pursued. By appreciating and learning painting works, people can gradually improve their aesthetic ability and taste, and better appreciate and create artistic works. In concrete practice, Chinese painting provides a broad learning and appreciation platform for the public through various forms of exhibitions and educational activities. For example, institutions such as the China Art Museum and the Palace Museum often hold various exhibitions of painting works to showcase the artistic charm and cultural connotations of Chinese painting to the public; At the same time, art colleges and art training institutions at all levels also provide professional art learning and training for people, cultivating their aesthetic taste and creative ability. At the same time, in addition to external education and exhibition activities, Chinese painting also
emphasizes personal inner cultivation and self-cultivation. In traditional Chinese culture, self-cultivation and character cultivation are important values and concepts that require individuals to focus on their own inner cultivation and self-improvement while pursuing art and aesthetics. Through self-cultivation and character cultivation, people can better appreciate and understand painting works, as well as create and express their own artistic works.

Fourthly, Chinese painting can effectively inherit and develop historical and cultural heritage. Chinese painting, as a long-standing cultural and artistic form, not only contains rich cultural connotations, but also an important component of traditional Chinese culture. Chinese painting continuously enriches and develops its own artistic expression and aesthetic value by inheriting and promoting traditional culture, while also providing a way for future generations to deeply understand and inherit Chinese traditional culture. In the development process of Chinese painting, painting works are not only an artistic form, but also a cultural carrier. The images and themes presented in Chinese painting works are closely related to traditional Chinese culture. For example, the landscape depicted in landscape paintings reflects the Chinese people's love and reverence for the natural environment; The flowers, birds, animals, and plants depicted in flower and bird paintings demonstrate the meticulous observation and depiction of nature by the Chinese people. Through these paintings, people can understand the connotation and value of traditional Chinese culture, and also feel the artistic charm of traditional Chinese culture through paintings. In terms of inheriting historical and cultural heritage, Chinese painting also enriches its own artistic expression and aesthetic value by continuously absorbing and integrating foreign cultures. During the Tang and Song dynasties, Chinese painting absorbed many foreign art forms and expression techniques in its exchange with foreign cultures, further developing and enriching its own artistic style and expression methods. For example, the Dunhuang murals of the Tang Dynasty absorbed the artistic styles and techniques of India and Persia, forming a unique Tang Dynasty artistic style. At the same time, in modern painting art, Chinese painting constantly absorbs and integrates various foreign art forms and expression techniques to meet the aesthetic needs and artistic development trends of contemporary society.

2. The Artistic Characteristics of Chinese Painting

Chinese painting has unique artistic characteristics, mainly manifested in the following aspects:

Firstly, Chinese painting is mainly based on the expression of brush, ink, and color. The expression of Chinese painting mainly relies on ink and color, which is a unique artistic feature of Chinese painting. In Chinese painting, brush, ink, and color are key elements for expressing themes and emotions, and are the most basic and important means of expression. The use of brush, ink, and color is not only a technical consideration, but also a manifestation of the painter's understanding and perception of the depicted theme and emotions. The brush and ink techniques in Chinese painting are very rich, with various forms of expression, such as sprinkling, dyeing, freehand brushwork, dry brushstroke, wet brushstroke, dot drawing, line drawing, light color, etc. These techniques can be used to express different situations and atmospheres through different strokes and ink colors, and show us different performance effects and artistic characteristics. For example, as the name suggests, inking emphasizes the use of ink; Dot dyeing, as a dyeing technique, involves dipping deep and light colors into a painting to create dots and dyes; Freehand brushwork often does not attach importance to the similarity of external images of objects, but rather focuses more on exploring the inner spiritual essence of objects; Dry brushstroke refers to the use of ink charcoal in a dry state, which is convenient to use and can form a dry stroke effect. It is suitable for representing hard objects such as rocks and trees; The wet brushstroke refers to the use of water in ink to create a soft stroke effect, suitable for representing soft objects such as water, clouds, and fog;
Dot painting is based on dots as the basic strokes, which can express a sense of depth and hierarchy, suitable for depicting distant and chaotic scenery such as smoke and mountains; Line drawing is based on lines as the basic strokes, which can represent the outline, shape, and structure of objects, suitable for representing figures, animals, and other forms; Light color is based on light ink and colored materials, which can express a gentle atmosphere and rich color effects, suitable for representing delicate objects such as flowers, birds, and characters. At the same time, color also plays an important role in Chinese painting and is one of the important means of expressing themes and emotions. The colors in Chinese painting are not simply a pile of colors, but rather a combination of pen and ink, presenting a profound emotion and artistic conception. There are five colors commonly used in traditional Chinese painting, namely black, white, red, yellow, and green. Black is a color that expresses depth and heaviness, white is a color that expresses clarity and brightness; red is a color that expresses enthusiasm and boldness; yellow is a color that expresses brightness and gentleness, and green is a color that expresses freshness and softness. The use of these colors and the combination of pen and ink make Chinese painting present a rich artistic effect with charm and connotation. The use of these colors varies according to factors such as season, object characteristics, and emotional expression. In summary, through the combination of pen, ink, and color, Chinese painting exhibits a unique visual artistic effect.

Secondly, Chinese painting emphasizes the pursuit of artistic expression. The images in traditional Chinese painting are usually not limited to concrete expressions, but rather pursue a subtle and profound emotional expression. The composition and color of the screen are both intended to express an artistic conception. This kind of artistic conception is not only the emotional expression of the painter, but also can stimulate the audience's association and imagination, causing the audience to have a deeper emotional resonance with the picture. [2] The artistic conception of Chinese painting refers to the painter's integration of themes, emotions, and ideas into the painting through the expression of pen, ink, and color, forming a unique artistic atmosphere and expressive power. Chinese painting emphasizes the artist's artistic expression, that is, the painter uses exquisite techniques and superb ideas to express a profound humanistic connotation and emotional expression in the painting. The pursuit of artistic conception in Chinese painting is closely related to the aesthetic concepts of literati and scholars. Literati and refined scholars are a special group in traditional Chinese culture, possessing high artistic and humanistic qualities, emphasizing the expression of emotions and artistic conception. Scholars advocate the idea of "inclusiveness" and believe that art should be guided by nature, integrating various elements, and forming its own artistic style and expression. Therefore, in Chinese painting, the pursuit of expressing artistic conception is one of the unique artistic characteristics of Chinese painting. The artistic conception in Chinese painting is expressed through various techniques, such as "artistic conception coherence", which represents the unity and coherence of a theme and emotions throughout the entire painting, presenting a harmonious artistic feeling; Imagery and interest "refers to the representation of metaphorical and symbolic images and symbols in the painting, which creates endless associations and reflections during the appreciation of the painting; 'Blank Space and Void and Reality' refers to the way in which painters create a sense of emptiness and detachment through the expression of blank space and emptiness in their paintings, which makes people feel purified and relieved in their hearts. For example, in the painting Fishing Alone in the Cold River by Ma Yuan in the Southern Song Dynasty, there is only a small boat and a fisherman, and the large area of blank space gives people infinite imagination. [3]

Thirdly, Chinese painting emphasizes the beauty of natural harmony. Chinese painting emphasizes the beauty of natural harmony, which is a reflection of the concept of "harmony between heaven and man" in traditional Chinese culture. In Chinese painting, painters show the harmonious coexistence between nature and human society through the description of natural
landscape, and also show the painter's love and awe for nature. Firstly, the natural themes in Chinese painting include landscapes, flowers and birds, characters, animals, etc. Painters use superb techniques and delicate techniques to depict natural scenery and objects vividly, with vitality and vitality. In Chinese painting, landscape painting is one of the most representative forms of painting. In Chinese landscape painting, landscape is a whole, including various elements such as mountains, water, clouds, fog, light and shadow. Through exquisite expression techniques, the painter organically integrates these elements together, presenting a mysterious, ethereal, and artistic atmosphere. For example, the painter Huang Gongwang's *Dwelling in the Fuchun Mountains* in the Yuan Dynasty and the painter Wang Ximeng's *Thousand Mile Rivers and Mountains* in the Song Dynasty are the main representative works among them. [4] Secondly, in addition to expressing natural scenery, flower and bird paintings in Chinese painting also demonstrate the beauty of nature and harmony. Flower and bird painting is an important branch of traditional Chinese painting, which integrates natural elements such as flowers, birds, insects, and fish into the painting, showcasing their vitality and beauty. Painters use meticulous brushstrokes to depict the characteristics and forms of flowers and birds in a very realistic and vivid way. For example, Cui Bai's *Sparrow Paintings* in the Song Dynasty and Xu Wei's *Miscellaneous Flowers Painting Scroll* in the Ming Dynasty are typical representative works in flower and bird painting. Finally, the harmonious beauty in Chinese painting is also reflected in figure painting. In Chinese painting, painters depict the harmonious coexistence between humans and nature through the depiction of characters. Painters focus on expressing the inner emotions and temperament of characters, showcasing their natural beauty. In Chinese painting, the figure image and natural scenery in figure painting complement each other, and they are interdependent, forming a harmonious and organic picture.

3. Conclusion

Overall, Chinese painting has unique aesthetic value and artistic characteristics. The aesthetic value of Chinese painting mainly manifests in expressing spiritual temperament, pursuing both form and spirit, cultivating aesthetic taste, inheriting and developing historical culture, etc; The artistic characteristics of Chinese painting are mainly reflected in the expression based on ink and color, the pursuit of artistic expression, and the emphasis on natural and harmonious beauty. These aesthetic values and artistic features are not only the charm of Chinese painting, but also an important component of Chinese culture, worthy of our in-depth understanding and exploration.
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